New Orleans Neighborhood SCAVENGER HUNT

Take a walk around your neighborhood and see what you can find!

Look for:

- a single shotgun
- a raised centerhall cottage
- a house that's your favorite color
- stained glass
- dentils
- quoins
- brackets
- dormer window
- iron fence
- a blue ceiling on a porch
- a tapered column
- a church  What are some of the characteristics you notice about the church?
- transom  you’ll see this window above a front door
- jazz house sign
- a historical sign or marker  What does it say?
- vent  you’ll see these on the very bottom of a house, or sometimes on the ceiling of a porch
- tile street sign  look down on the sidewalk on a street corner to find these

If you take any interesting photos on your scavenger hunt, be sure to share them on social media using the hashtag #preservenola!
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